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Abstract. Online algorithm is a well-known computational model. We
introduce quantum online algorithms and investigate them with respect
to a competitive ratio in two points of view: space complexity and advice
complexity. We start with exploring a model with restricted memory
and show that quantum online algorithms can be better than classical
ones (deterministic or randomized) for sublogarithmic space (memory),
and they can be better than deterministic online algorithms without
restriction for memory. Additionally, we consider polylogarithmic space
case and show that in this case, quantum online algorithms can be better
than deterministic ones as well.
Another point of view to the online algorithms model is advice complex-
ity. So, we introduce quantum online algorithms with a quantum channel
with an adviser. Firstly, we show that quantum algorithms have at least
the same computational power as classical ones have. And we give some
examples of quantum online algorithms with advice. Secondly, we show
that if we allow to use shared entangled qubits (EPR-pairs), then quan-
tum online algorithm can use two times less advise qubits comparing to a
classical one. We apply this approach to the well-known Paging Problem.
Keywords: quantum computing, online algorithms, advice complexity,
quantum vs classical, quantum models, computational complexity
1 Introduction
Online algorithms are a well-known computational model for solving optimiza-
tion problems. The peculiarity is that algorithm reads an input piece by piece
and should return an answer piece by piece immediately, even if an answer can
depend on feature pieces of the input. An online algorithm should return an out-
put for minimizing an objective function. There are different methods to define
the effectiveness of the algorithms [BIL09,BIL15,DLO05]. But a most standard
is the competitive ratio [KMRS86,ST85]. It is a ratio between output’s price for
an online algorithm and optimal offline algorithms.
We suggest a new model for online algorithms, quantum online algorithms
that use a power of quantum computing for solving online minimization problem.
In this model, an algorithm can have quantum and classical part. Additionally,
we consider restricted version of the algorithms, pure quantum online algorithms.
These algorithms have only quantum part. We focus on two measures of com-
plexity: space complexity and advice complexity.
When we consider space, we discuss the online algorithms with restricted
memory. For this kind of algorithms, we allow to use only s bits of memory,
for given integer s. Another point of view to the same model is streaming al-
gorithms for an online minimization problem. And such classical models were
considered in [BK09,GK15,BLM15]. In this case, we show that quantum online
algorithms with single qubit can be better than any classical (deterministic or
randomized) online algorithms with sublogarithmic memory. And this quantum
algorithm still can be better than any deterministic online algorithms without a
restriction for memory. It is also interesting to investigate the model with poly-
logarithmic memory or logarithmic memory (LOGSPACE). Here the algorithm
can use (logn)O(1) bits of memory. We show that for (n, k, r, w)-Parity for Num-
ber of Equality Hats problem the quantum algorithm can be better than any
deterministic one. Additionally, we show that quantum online algorithm can
simulate a classical (deterministic or randomize) one with almost same mem-
ory. It means that quantum model has at least the same computational power.
Note that for other models, quantum and classical cases can be incomparable,
for example, communication complexity model [Kla00] or Ordered Binary Deci-
sion Diagrams [SS05]. Online algorithms with restricted memory are similar to
streaming algorithms [LG06,GKK+07], Branching programs [Weg00], Automata
[AY12,AY15]. Researchers also compare classical and quantum cases for these
models [AGK+05,AGKY14,AGKY16,Gai15,SS05,KK17,AY12,AY15,LG06,AAKK17],
[IKP+17,GKK+07].
Another interesting complexity measure for the model with respect to the
competitive ratio is advice complexity [Kom16,BFK+16,BFK+17]. In this model
online algorithm gets some bits of advice about an input. TrustedAdviser sending
these bits knows the whole input and has an unlimited computational power.
The question is “how many advice bits are enough to reduce competitive ratio
or to make the online algorithm as the same effective as the offline algorithm
in the worst case?”. This question has different interpretations. One of them is
“How many information an algorithm should know about a future for solving a
problem effectively?”. Another one is “If we have an expensive channel which
can be used for pre-processed information about the future, then how many
bits we should send by this channel to solve a problem effectively?”. Researchers
pay attention to deterministic and probabilistic or randomized online algorithms
with advice [Hro05,KT06,MR10,Kom16].
We suggest quantum online algorithms with advice. In this model, an algo-
rithm has a quantum channel with Adviser. We consider two kinds of the model.
The first one is an algorithm with private qubits. In this case, an algorithm and
an Adviser have not shared qubits. Advice bits are only communication between
these two “players”. For this model, we show that we also can simulate a classical
(deterministic or randomized) online algorithm with the same number of advice
bits. And we demonstrate examples of quantum online algorithms with advice
for special (n, k, r, w)-Parity for Number of Hats problem. The second kind of
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algorithms is a model with shared entangled qubits or EPR-pairs. Before the
computational process, we prepare pairs of entangled qubits (EPR-pairs), and
for each pair, we give one qubit to the algorithm and another to the Adviser.
Then the Adviser sends twice less advice qubits using a trick from [BW92]. We
apply this idea to the well-known Paging problem [Hro05,BEY05].
The paper is organized in the following way. We present definitions in Sec-
tion 2. In Section 3 we explore online algorithms with restricted memory. The
quantum online algorithms with advice are explored in Section 4. We focus on
a model with private quantum bits in Section 4.1 and with shared entangled
qubits in Section 4.2.
2 Preliminaries
Firstly, let us define an online optimization problem. All following definitions we
give with respect to [Kom16].
Definition 1 (Online Minimization Problem). An online minimization prob-
lem consists of a set I of inputs and a cost function. Every input I ∈ I is a
sequence of requests I = (x1, . . . , xn). Furthermore, a set of feasible outputs
(or solutions) is associated with every I; every output is a sequence of answers
O = (y1, . . . , yn). The cost function assigns a positive real value cost(I, O) to
every input I and any feasible output O. For every input I, we call any feasible
output O for I that has the smallest possible cost (i. e., that minimizes the cost
function) an optimal solution for I.
Let us define an online algorithm for this problem as an algorithm which
gets requests I one by one and should return answers O immediately, even if an
optimal solution can depend on future requests.
Definition 2 (Deterministic online algorithm). Consider an input I of an
online minimization problem. An online algorithm A computes the output se-
quence A(I) = (y1, . . . , yn) such that yi is computed from x1, . . . , xi, y1, . . . , yi−1.
We denote the cost of the computed output by cost(A(I)) = cost(I, A(I)).
This setting can also be regarded as a request-answer game: an adversary
generates requests, and an algorithm has to serve them one at a time [Alb96].
As the main measure of quality of an online algorithm, we use a competitive
ratio. It is the ratio of two costs: cost for an online algorithm’s solution; and cost
for an optimal offline algorithm solution. We consider the worst case.
Definition 3 (Competitive Ratio). An online algorithm A is c-competitive
if there exists a non-negative constant α such that, for every input I, we have:
cost(A(I)) ≤ c · cost(Opt(I)) + α, where Opt is an optimal offline algorithm for
the problem. We also call c the competitive ratio of A. If α = 0, then A is called
strictly c-competitive; A is optimal if it is strictly 1-competitive.
Let us define an Online Algorithm with Advice. We can say, that advice is
some information about the future input.
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Definition 4 (Online Algorithm with Advice). Consider an input I of an
online minimization problem. An online algorithm A with advice computes the
output sequence Aφ(I) = (y1, . . . , yn) such that yi is computed from φ, x1, . . . , xi,
where φ is the message from Adviser, who knows the whole input. A is c-competitive
with advice complexity b = b(n) if there exists a non-negative constant α such
that, for every n and for any input I of length at most n, there exists some φ
such that cost(Aφ(I)) ≤ c · cost(Opt(I)) + α and length of φ is at most b bits.
Next, let us define a randomized online algorithm.
Definition 5 (Randomized Online Algorithm). Consider an input I of an
online minimization problem. A randomized online algorithm R computes the
output sequence Rψ := Rψ(I) = (y1, · · · , yn) such that yi is computed from
ψ, x1, · · · , xi, where ψ is the content of a random tape, i. e., an infinite binary
sequence, where every bit is chosen uniformly at random and independently of
all the others. By cost(Rψ(I)) we denote the random variable expressing the
cost of the solution computed by R on I. R is c-competitive in expectation if
there exists a non-negative constant α such that, for every I, E[cost(Rψ(I))] ≤
c · cost(Opt(I)) + α, where Opt is an optimal offline algorithm for the problem.
We consider online algorithms that base their computation on both advice bits
and randomness.
Definition 6 (Randomized Online Algorithm with Advice). Consider
an input I of an online minimization problem. A randomized online algorithm
R computes the output sequence Rψ,φ := Rψ,φ(I) = (y1, · · · , yn) such that yi is
computed from ψ, φ, x1, · · · , xi, where ψ is the content of a random tape, i. e.,
an infinite binary sequence, where every bit is chosen uniformly at random and
independently of all the others, and φ is the message from Adviser, who knows
whole input. By cost(Rψ,φ(I)) we denote the random variable expressing the cost
of the solution computed by R on I. R is c-competitive in expectation if there
exists a non-negative constant α such that, for every I of length at most n, there
is φ such that, E[cost(Rψ,φ(I))] ≤ c · cost(Opt(I)) + α, where Opt is an optimal
offline algorithm for the problem and length of φ is at most b qubits.
A randomized online algorithmwith advice is allowed to make random choices
(i.e., “toss coins”) to determine its actions and the advice scheme. Formally,
then, a randomized online algorithm with advice is a probability distribution
over deterministic online algorithms with advice.
Now we are ready to define a quantum online algorithm. You can read more
about quantum computation in [AY15]
Definition 7 (Quantum Online Algorithm). Consider an input I of an on-
line minimization problem. A quantum online algorithm Q computes the output
sequence Q(I) = (y1, · · · , yn) such that yi is computed from x1, · · · , xi. Q can
have classical and quantum part. The algorithm can measure qubits several times
during computation. If the algorithm has not classical part, then we call it “pure
quantum online algorithm”. By cost(Q(I)) we denote the cost of the solution
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computed by Q on I. Note that quantum computation is probabilistic process.
Q is c-competitive in expectation if there exists a non-negative constant α such
that, for every I, E[cost(Q(I))] ≤ c · cost(Opt(I)) + α, where Opt is an optimal
offline algorithm for the problem.
Let us define a quantum online algorithm with advice. We define two kinds
of the model: a model with shared and a model with private qubits. (We allow
or do not allow to share qubits between Adviser and Algorithm before the start
of computation.)
Definition 8 (Quantum Online Algorithm with Advice and Private
qubits). Consider an input I of an online minimization problem. A quantum
online algorithm A with advice and private qubits (or quantum online algorithm
with advice) computes the output sequence A|φ〉(I) = (y1, . . . , yn) such that yi is
computed from |φ〉, x1, . . . , xi, where |φ〉 is the quantum message from Adviser,
who knows the whole input. A can have classical and quantum part and do not
have any restrictions on measurement. A is c-competitive with advice complexity
b = b(n) if there exists a non-negative constant α such that, for every n and for
any input I of length at most n, there exists some |φ〉 such that E[cost(A|φ〉(I))] ≤
c · cost(Opt(I)) + α where, as above, Opt is an optimal offline algorithm for the
problem and length of |φ〉 is at most b qubits.
Definition 9 (Quantum Online Algorithm with Advice and Shared
qubits). Consider an input I of an online minimization problem. A quantum
online algorithm A with advice, and shared qubits is a quantum online algorithm
with advice, but before the process of computation, the Algorithm prepares shared
qubits (may be entangled) and sends part of them to the Adviser.
Let us define online algorithms with restricted memory. Let deterministic
online algorithm As be an algorithm which uses at most s bits of memory on
processing any input I. We can define similar restrictions for randomized algo-
rithms and algorithms with advice. Let quantum online algorithm Qs,t be an
algorithm which uses at most s classical bits of memory and t quantum bits of
memory on processing any input I. Let pure quantum online algorithm Qt be
an algorithm using at most t quantum bits of memory on processing any input
I.
3 Space Complexity for Quantum Online Algorithms
Let us focus on space complexity of online algorithms. It is interesting to analyze
the size of memory that is required by the algorithm. In a case of the restricted
memory, a quantum algorithm can be better than classical ones (deterministic or
probabilistic). We present this result in Theorems 1, 2 and 3. And the quantum
algorithm can be still better than any deterministic online algorithm without a
restriction to a size of memory (Theorem 4).
Let us consider the special problem which allows us to show the separation:
(n, k, r, w)-Parity for Number of Hats ((n, k, r, w)-PNH).
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Definition of (n, k, r, w)-PNH problem is based on definition of PartialMODkn
function from [AY12,AGKY14,AGKY16]. Feasible inputs for the problem are
X = (x1, . . . , xn), for x1, . . . , xn ∈ {0, 1} such that #1(X) = v ·2
k, where #1(X)
is the number of 1s and v ≥ 2 is a positive integer. PartialMODkn(X) = v
mod 2.
Firstly, let us describe (n, k, r, w)-PNH problem informally. There are 3 guardians
and 3 prisoners. They stay one by one in a line “G1P1G2P2G3P3, Gi is guardian
and Pi is prisoner. Prisoner Pi has an input Xi of length mi and computes func-
tion PartialMODkmi(Xi) for i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. If the result is 1 then he paints his
hat in black. Otherwise, he paints it in white. Each guardian wants to know if
the number of following black hats is odd or even. The cost of right guardian’s
answer is r, and the cost of the wrong answer is w. We want to minimize the
cost of output, and assume that r < w.
Formal definition of (n, k, r, w)-PNH is following: Feasible inputs for the
problem are I = (x1, . . . , xn) of length n such that n = m1 + m2 + m3 + 3,
for some integer m1,m2,m3 ≥ 2
k+1. It is guarantied that I is always such
that I = 2, X1, 2, X2, 2, X3, where Xi ∈ {0, 1}
mi, for i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. Addition-
ally, #1(Xi) = vi · 2
k, where vi is some integer, i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. Let O be output
of (n, k, r, w)-PNH and O′ = y1, y3, y3 be output bits corresponding to input
variables with value 2 (in other words, variables of guardians). Output y1 corre-
sponds to x1, y2 corresponds to x2+m1 and , y3 corresponds to x3+m1+m2 . Let
zj(I) =
⊕3
i=j PartialMOD
k
mi(Xi). The cost cost(I, O) = r, if yj = zj for all
j ∈ {1, 2, 3}, and cost(I, O) = w otherwise. We consider numbers r and w such
that r < w.
Let us present a pure quantum online algorithm which uses single qubit of
memory for this problem. It uses ideas from quantum automata [AY12] and
branching programs theories [AGKY14,AGKY16].
Algorithm 1. (Quantum Online Algorithm for (n, k, r, w)-PNH) The
pure quantum algorithm Q1 uses single qubit.
Step 1. The algorithm emulates guessing for z1(I). Q1 starts on a state
1√
2
|0〉+ 1√
2
|1〉. And it measures the qubit before reading any input variables. It
gets |0〉 or |1〉 with equal probability. The result of measurement is y1.
Step 2. The algorithm reads X1. Let angle α = pi/2
k+1. Then Q1 rotates
the qubit by an angle α, if the algorithm meets 1. And it does not do anything
otherwise.
Step 3. If Q1 meets 2 then it measures the qubit |ψ〉 = a|0〉 + b|1〉. If
PartialMODkm1(X1) = 1 then the qubit is rotated by an angle pi/2 + v · pi,
for some integer v, else the qubit is rotated by an angle w ·pi, for some integer w.
If y1 = 1, then a ∈ {1,−1} and b = 0. And if y1 = 0, then a = 0 and b ∈ {1,−1}.
The result of measurement is y2.
Step 4. The step is similar to Step 2, but algorithm reads X2.
Step 5. The step is similar to Step 3, but algorithm outputs y3.
Step 6. The algorithm reads and skips the last part of the input. Q1 does not
need these variables, because it guesses y1 and using this value we already can
obtain y2 and y3 without X3.
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Assume, that algorithm did right guess that z1 = y1. So, if the parity of the
passing part is the same as the parity of the future part of the input, then the
algorithm returns the right answer with probability 1. And if the guess is not
correct and z1 6= y1, then the algorithm returns a wrong answer with probability
1.
With equal probabilities 0.5 we have z1 = y1 or z1 6= y1. Thus competitive
ratio is (0.5 · r + 0.5 · w)/r = (r + w)/(2r).
As a result we have the following theorem:
Theorem 1. There is (r + w)/(2r)-competitive in expectation pure quantum
algorithms for (n, k, r, w)-PNH Problem Q1 with a single qubit of memory.
At the same time, if a deterministic online algorithm for (n, k, r, w)-PNH
Problem uses less than k bits; then it is (w/r)-competitive. To show this claim,
let us discuss properties of PartialMODkn function.
Lemma 1. Let integer s, k be such that s < k = o(log(n)), where n is the length
of input. Then there is no deterministic algorithm that reads an input variable
by variable, uses s bits of memory and computes PartialMODkn(X).
Proof. Let us assume that we can construct such a deterministic online algorithm
As. Therefore we can construct an automaton T , with 2
s states that emulates
the same algorithm and computes PartialMODkn(X). But it is impossible, due
to [AY12,AGKY14,AGKY16]. 
Lemma 2. Let integer s, k be such that s < k = o(log(n)), where n is the length
of input. Then there is no randomized algorithm that reads an input variable by
variable, uses s bits of memory and computes PartialMODkn(X) with probability
of error less than 0.5.
Proof. We can prove the claim using the same technique as in Lemma 1, because
of the same lower bound for probabilistic automata [AY12,AGKY14,AGKY16].

Now we can discuss deterministic online algorithms for (n, k, r, w)-PNH Prob-
lem.
Theorem 2. Let integer s, k be such that s < k = o(log(n)), where n is the
length of input. Any deterministic online algorithm As computing (n, k, w, r)-
PNH Problem is (w/r)-competitive.
Proof. Let us assume that we have such an algorithm As. Then we suggest the
input I = (x1, . . . , xn) such that As returns the wrong answer on all requests of
guardians. Let m1 = m2 = m3 = m = 3 · 2
k.
The first guardian answers yi. Due to Lemma 1 we can choose input X1 ∈
{0, 1}m such that As cannot compute PartialMOD
k
m(X1). It means that we
can choose X1 such that y2 = v1 ⊕ y1, for v1 = (#1(X1)/2
k)) mod 2. By the
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same reason we can pick X2 such that y3 = v2⊕ y2, for v2 = (#1(X2)/2
k)) mod
2. Let us choose the input X3 such that v3⊕y3 = 1, for v3 = (#1(X3)/2
k)) mod
2. Note that we guarantee that #1(Xi)/2
k is an integer, for i ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
Therefore, we have: z3 = (#1(X
3)/2k) mod 2 6= y3, z2 = (#1(X2, X3)/2
k) mod 2 =
v2 ⊕ v3 6= y2, z1 = (#1(X1, X2, X3)/2
k) mod 2 = v1 ⊕ v2 ⊕ v3 6= y1. We got a
contradiction for input (2, X1, 2, X2, 2, X3). Hence the cost of output is w and
the competitive ration is w/r. 
Theorem 3. Let integer s, k be such that s < k = o(log(n)), where n is the
length of input. Any randomize online algorithm Rs computing (n, k, w, r)-PNH
Problem is (r + 7w)/(8r)-competitive.
Proof. By the same way as in the previous Theorem we can show that for any
algorithm Rs we can suggest the input such that it cannot say anything bet-
ter than just guessing answers with probabilities 0.5. Therefore expected cost is
(r + 7w)/8 and expected competitive ratio is (r + 7w)/(8r). 
Note that for any deterministic online algorithm without memory restriction,
we can construct input such that at least two of three guardians return wrong
answers.
Theorem 4. Suppose a deterministic online algorithm A computes (n, k, w, r)-
PNH; then A is (w/r)-competitive.
Proof. Let the algorithmA receives the input I = (x1, . . . , xn) = (2, X1, 2, X2, 2, X3),
such that X1, X2, X3 ∈ {0, 1}
m, for m = 3 · 2k. Let X1, X2 be such that
PartialMODkm(X1) = PartialMOD
k
m(X2) = 0.
Then A receives part (2, X1, 2, X2, 2) of the input and returns y1, y2, y3. Let
b = 1, if y1 + y2 + y3 ≥ 2; and b = 0, otherwise. Then we choose X3 such that
PartialMODkm(X3) 6= b. In that case z1 = z2 = z3 = PartialMOD
k
m(X3) 6=
b. Therefore at least two of three guardians return wrong answers. Therefore
cost(I, A(I)) = w and A is (w/r)-competitive. 3 
It is easy to see that (r+7w)/(8r) > (w+r)/(2r) and w/r > (w+r)/(2r) due
to r < w. Therefore, a pure quantum algorithm is better than any deterministic
or randomize online algorithm that uses less than k bits of memory. And the
same pure quantum online algorithm is better than any deterministic online
algorithm without memory restriction.
3.1 Polylogarithmic Space Complexity Separation between
Quantum and Deterministic Online Algorithms with
Polylogarithmic Memory
Note, that above results show separation for sublogarithmic memory. For poly-
logarithmic memory case, we present separation between quantum and deter-
ministic models in Theorems 5 and 6. Also, same results are right in logarithmic
memory case.
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Let us consider modification of (n, k, r, w)-PNH problem called (n, r, w)-
Parity Number of Equality Hats or (n, r, w)-PNEH. It is the same problem, but
we use EQm(X) function instead of PartialMOD
k
m. Boolean function EQm :
{0, 1}n → {0, 1} is such that EQ(x1, . . . x⌊m/2⌋, x⌊m/2⌋+1, . . . xm) = 1, if (x1, . . . x⌊m/2⌋) =
(x⌊m/2⌋+1, . . . xm), and 0 otherwise. So zj(I) =
⊕3
i=j EQmi(Xi). We suppose
that m > 1, r < w.
Let us construct a pure quantum online algorithm that uses O(log n) and
solves (n,r,w)−PNEH .
Algorithm 2. (Quantum Algorithm for (n, r, w)-PNEH) The pure
quantum algorithm Q = QO(logn) uses O(log n) qubits.
Step 1. The algorithm emulates guessing for z1(I). Q initializes the qubit
|ψ〉 = | 1√
2
|0〉+ 1√
2
|1〉. And it measures the qubit before reading any input vari-
ables. It gets |0〉 or |1〉 with equal probability. The result of measurement is
y1.
Step 2. The algorithm takes X1 and obtains a value of the function v1 =
EQ(X1) using quantum fingerprinting method presented in [AV09,AV08,AKV10],
[AN08,AN09,AF98]. This method allows to compute the function EQm1 with
probability of error by any fixed constant ε > 0. The method uses O(logm1)
qubits. For 0-instances, probability of error is ε. And for 1-instances probability
of error is 0.
Step 3. If Q meets 2 then it takes a value v1. Let the value be in qubit |φ〉.
Then the algorithm applies CNOT gate for |φ〉|ψ〉. After that |ψ〉 = |y1 ⊕ v1〉.
Then Q measure |ψ〉 and returns y2.
Step 4. The step is similar to Step 2, but algorithm reads X2.
Step 5. The step is similar to Step 3, but algorithm outputs y3.
Step 6. The algorithm reads and skips the last part of the input. Q does not
need these variable, because it guesses y1 and using this value we already can
obtain y2 and y3 without X3.
Let us compute an expected cost of pairs (I,Q(I)). For this we construct a
Table 1 of probabilities and costs for all possible values (z1, z2, z3) in columns
and all possible answers (y1, y2, y3) in rows.
Let us compute expected cost for each kind of inputs Iz1z2z3 :
cost(Q(I000)) = cost(Q(I001)) = r(1 − ε)
2/2 + w
(
(1− ε2)/2 + ε
)
cost(Q(I010)) = cost(Q(I011)) = cost(Q(I100)) = cost(Q(I101)) = r(1 −
ε)/2 + w(1 + ε)/2
cost(Q(I110)) = cost(Q(I111)) = r/2 + w/2
So, expected ratio is (r(1 − ε)2/2 + w(1−ε
2
2 + ε))/r. As a result we have the
following theorem:
Theorem 5. There is (r(1− ε)2/2+w(1−ε
2
2 + ε))/r-competitive in expectation
pure quantum algorithms for (n, r, w)-PNEH Problem QO(logn) with O(log n)
qubits of memory.
At the same time, if a deterministic online algorithm for (n, r, w)-PNEH
Problem uses a polylogarithmic number of bits; then it is (w/r)-competitive. To
show this claim, let us discuss a required property of EQm function.
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Table 1. Probabilities and costs
000 001 010 011 100 101 110 111
000 P = (1−ε)
2
2
P = (1−ε)
2
2
P = 0 P = 0 P = 0 P = 0 P = 0 P = 0
c = r c = w
001 P = (1−ε)ε
2
P = (1−ε)ε
2
P = (1−ε)
2
P = (1−ε)
2
P = 0 P = 0 P = 0 P = 0
c = w c = w c = w c = r
010 P = ε
2
2
P = ε
2
2
P = ε
2
P = ε
2
P = ε
2
P = ε
2
P = 1
2
P = 1
2
c = w c = w c = w c = w c = w c = w c = r c = w
011 P = (1−ε)ε
2
P = (1−ε)ε
2
P = 0 P = 0 P = (1−ε)
2
P = (1−ε)
2
P = 0 P = 0
c = w c = w c = w c = r
100 P = (1−ε)ε
2
P = (1−ε)ε
2
P = 0 P = 0 P = (1−ε)
2
P = (1−ε)
2
P = 0 P = 0
c = w c = w c = r c = w
101 P = ε
2
2
P = ε
2
2
P = ε
2
P = ε
2
P = ε
2
P = ε
2
P = 1
2
P = 1
2
c = w c = w c = w c = w c = w c = w c = w c = r
110 P = (1−ε)ε
2
P = (1−ε)ε
2
P = (1−ε)
2
P = (1−ε)
2
P = 0 P = 0 P = 0 P = 0
c = w c = w c = r c = w
111 P = (1−ε)
2
2
P = (1−ε)
2
2
P = 0 P = 0 P = 0 P = 0 P = 0 P = 0
c = w c = r
Lemma 3. There is no deterministic algorithm that reads an input variable by
variable, uses s = o(m) bits of memory and computes EQm(X).
Proof. Let us assume that we can construct such a deterministic online algo-
rithm As. Therefore we can construct an automaton T , with 2
s = 2o(n) states
that emulates the same algorithm and computes EQm(X). But it is easy to see
that T requires at least 2O(n) states. 
Now we can discuss deterministic online algorithms for (n, r, w)-PNEH Prob-
lem.
Theorem 6. Let integer s be such that s = o(n), where n is the length of input.
Any deterministic online algorithm As computing (n,w, r)-PNEH Problem is
(w/r)-competitive.
Proof. Using Lemma 3, we can prove the theorem by the same way as in proof
of Theorem 2. 
Note that for any deterministic online algorithm without memory restriction,
we can construct input such that at least two of three guardians return wrong
answers.
Theorem 7. Suppose a deterministic online algorithm A computes (n, k, w, r)-
PNEH; then A is (w/r)-competitive.
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Proof. We can prove the theorem by the same way as in proof of Theorem 4. 
It is easy to see that (r(1 − ε)2/2 + w(1−ε
2
2 + ε))/r < W/r due to r < w.
Therefore, the pure quantum algorithm is better than any deterministic online
algorithm without memory restriction.
3.2 On an Emulation of a Probabilistic Online Algorithm by a
Quantum One
Let us show that a quantum model has at least the same power as a classical
model. We use a simple technique, but it is important to show this result, because
as we discussed in the introduction, for some models, quantum and classical cases
are incomparable.
Theorem 8. Let an online optimization problem S is solved by c-competitive
randomized online algorithm A using s bits of memory, then there is a c-competitive
quantum online algorithm Q that computes this problem using at most s bits of
classical memory and one qubit. (See Appendix A)
Pure quantum algorithms also can emulate random algorithms.
Theorem 9. Let an online optimization problem S is solved by c-competitive
randomized online algorithm A using s bits of memory, then there is a c-competitive
pure quantum online algorithm Q that computes S using at most s+ 1 qubits.
Proof. We can use the same technique as in the previous theorem, but we will
store a state of classical memory in the quantum bits. 
4 Advice complexity of Quantum online algorithms
4.1 Results on Model with Private Qubits
Firstly, let us show that situation with advice complexity is similar to model with
restricted memory, and quantum model with advice also has at least the same
power as a classical one. All proofs of theorems from this section are presented
in Appendix B.
Theorem 10. Let an online optimization problem S is solved by c-competitive
randomized online algorithm A with b advice bits, then there is a c-competitive
quantum online algorithm Q that computes S using at most b advice qubits.
Let us apply the above theorem to the (n, k, r, w)-PNH problem. We have
shown in Theorem 4, which for any deterministic online algorithm, we can con-
struct an input such that at least two of three guardians return wrong results. At
the same time, one advice bit is enough to construct optimal an online solution.
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Theorem 11. There is optimal deterministic online algorithm B with 1 advice
bit for (n, k, r, w)-PNH problem.
We will formulate two quantum online algorithms for the problem. The first
one emulates a random algorithm, the second one is an optimal pure quantum
online algorithm with advice, and it is based on ideas from Theorem 1.
Theorem 12. There are (w+ r)/(2r)-competitive randomized online algorithm
R and (w+r)/(2r)-competitive quantum online algorithm Q for (n, k, r, w)-PNH
Problem.
Theorem 13. There is an optimal pure quantum algorithm Q with single advice
qubit that uses a single qubit of memory for solving (n, k, r, w)-PNH Problem.
4.2 Results on Model with Shared Entangled Qubits
For any classical online algorithm with advice, we can construct a quantum
algorithm with shared qubits and two times less advice qubits. The idea is based
on paper [BW92], where authors use EPR-pairs. It allows to send 2 bits of
classical information using one qubit.
Theorem 14. Let P be an online minimization problem, and A be cA-competitive
deterministic online algorithm with bA advice bits, R be cB-competitive ran-
domized online algorithm with bB advice bits. Then, there are cA-competitive
quantum online algorithm with shared qubits and ⌈bA/2⌉ advice qubits, and cB-
competitive quantum online algorithm with shared qubits and ⌈bB/2⌉ advice qubits
for the same problem. (See Appendix C)
The Paging problem. Let us apply this result to the well-known Paging
problem [DKP09]. We describe it in a very simplified way; a practical view of
the problem can be found in the standard literature, for example, in [Kom16].
Consider a two-level memory system that consists of a small fast memory and
a large slow memory. Here, each request specifies a page in the memory system.
A request is served if the corresponding page is in the fast memory. If a requested
page is not in the fast memory, a page fault occurs. Then some page must be
moved from the fast memory to the slow memory so that the requested page can
be loaded into the vacated location. A paging algorithms specifies which page to
evict on a fault. The cost is the total number of evicted pages. The large slow
memory has N pages. The fast memory (cache) has k < N pages.
Theorem 15 ([DKP09]). There is an optimal deterministic online algorithm
A for Paging Problem, which uses n bits of advice.
Hence, for the quantum case, we get the following result due to Theorem 14.
Theorem 16. There is an optimal quantum online algorithm A with shared
qubits for Paging Problem, which uses n/2 qubits of advice.
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A The proof of Theorem 8
Let us construct the quantum algorithm Q which emulates the algorithm A. Let
A be a randomized online algorithm which uses d random bits from random tape.
Note that a deterministic online algorithm is the partial case of a randomized
algorithm with d = 0. Before reading the input, Q initializes a qubit |ψ〉 = |0〉.
In each case, when the algorithm Q should emulate reading of a random bit
from random tape, it applies to |ψ〉 the Hadamar transformation H . Here H =
1√
2
(
1, 1
1, −1
)
. After that Q measures the qubit and gets 1 or 0 with probability
0.5, this action emulates the uniform distributed random bit. By construction,
Q returns the same results with the same probability as A.
B Proofs of Theorems 10, 11, 12, 13
Theorem 10. Let an online optimization problem S is solved by c-competitive
randomized online algorithm A with b advice bits, then there is a c-competitive
quantum online algorithm Q that computes S using at most b advice qubits.
Proof. Let us construct the quantum algorithm Q which emulates the algo-
rithm A. Let A be a randomized online algorithm which uses d random bits from
random tape. Note that deterministic online algorithm is the partial case of a
randomized algorithm with d = 0. The Adviser sends b qubits with the same
information as for A, using pure states of qubits. When Q gets advice bits, then
it measures them immediately and gets classical advice bits. After that Q does
the same actions as A. Let us describe the emulation of the random process.
Before reading the input, Q initializes qubit |ψ〉 in |0〉 state. In each case, when
Algorithm Q is required to emulate reading of a random bit from random tape, it
applies the Hadamard transformation H to |ψ〉 After that Q measures the qubit
and gets 1 or 0 with probability 0.5, this action emulates the uniform distributed
random bit. By construction, Q returns result with the same probability as A.
Theorem 11. There is an optimal deterministic online algorithm B with 1
advice bit for (n, k, r, w)-PNH problem.
Proof. Adviser sends parity of numbers of 1s over 2k. Let the value of this bit
be p. Algorithm B computes the number of 1s, when it gets full 2k ones, then
it inverts p. The algorithm returns p on each request. It is easy to see that B
always returns right answers. Thus it is optimal. 
Theorem 12. There are (w + r)/(2r)-competitive randomized online algo-
rithm R and (w+r)/(2r)-competitive quantum online algorithm Q for (n, k, r, w)-
PNH Problem.
Proof. Firstly, algorithm R guesses z1 with equal probability. Let value of
guess be p ∈ {0, 1}. Algorithm R computes the number of 1s, when it gets full
2k ones, then it inverts p. The algorithm returns p for each request. It is easy
to see that if the guess is right, then R always returns the right answers, and
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R always returns the wrong answer otherwise. Therefore, competitive ratio is
(0.5 · r + 0.5 · w)/r = (r + w)/(2r). For the quantum case, we apply Theorem 8
and get the claim of the theorem. 
Theorem 13. There is an optimal pure quantum algorithm Q with single
advice qubit that uses single qubit of memory for solving (n, k, r, w)-PNH Prob-
lem.
Proof. We can construct an algorithm like in the proof of Theorem 1. The
difference is that the Adviser sends one qubit |ψ〉 for z1. 
C The Proof of Theorem 14
Let us consider a deterministic online algorithm. The proof for the randomized
case is the same. We interpreted the sending of advice bits as a communication
game between the algorithm and the Adviser. Let the algorithm wants to receive
some information from the Adviser. To perform this feat, the algorithm prepares
an EPR-pair (two qubits in a state
√
1/2|01〉−
√
1/2|10〉) and sends one qubit of
the pair to the Adviser. After that, the Adviser applies some unitary operation
described in [BW92], to the qubit to encode information with one of the states.
And Adviser sends the qubit to the algorithm. Then the pair of qubits can be in
one of these states (basis):
√
1/2(|00〉+ |11〉),
√
1/2(|01〉+ |10〉),
√
1/2(|01〉 − |10〉),
√
1/2(|00〉 − |11〉) (1)
Each state encodes two bits of information. The algorithm can measure qubits
jointly in the orthonormal basis (1), and so reliably learn which operator the
Adviser applied. For bA bits the algorithm prepares ⌈bA/2⌉ pairs and sends one
qubit for each pair. Then the Adviser applies the described transformation and
sends ⌈bA/2⌉ qubits back. After that, the algorithm can get bA classical bits from
received qubits.
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